
 

                                                                                                   January 5, 2016 

Dear Parents, 

We dragged ourselves over the threshold of SVMS on Thursday and made it 

through the first days of 2020. The two day week was a good lead in for the 

coming full week. A fist grader asked if school could be two days every week and I 

said, “Absolutely……..not!”  It was great to have the children back and by tomorrow 

they should be fully awake.  

By all accounts Christmas was a memorable time for your children. They were full 

of stories on Thursday and raved about the magic of Santa. One Kindergarten girl 

was very intent on telling me that she also remembered that it was Jesus’ birthday! 

I was blessed to be able to spend time with my family in County Kerry where the 

old traditions still hold fast. It was a quiet and simple time – just what the doctor 

ordered.  

Registration packets will be sent via email to each family early this coming week.  I 

would like to acknowledge your commitment to Catholic education and choosing 

SVMS as the place for your child to be nurtured in the faith. The Trojan work 

done by Karyn Collins in the last few years in promoting our school through social 

media has paid huge dividends. She has updated our website, given us a strong 

profile on Facebook and Instagram and initiated an online admissions process. All of 



these have contributed greatly to a robust enrollment that keeps us in the healthy 

realm. Please return your registration packet ASAP. We had a very successful 

Open House in November with strong interest in enrolling. PreK4 is especially full, 

along with 4th grade also looking to be at capacity.  We need to know if you are not 

returning and there is a place to indicate that on the online form. Making plans for 

the upcoming school year is a big ordeal and knowing the returnees really assists us 

in making true and comprehensive budgetary and space plans. There will be an Open 

House during Catholic Schools Week and need to know what spaces are available 

before that time comes. 

Plans are in the works for Catholic Schools Week and with Tricia Jessen and Deb 

Logan at the helm, it promises to be a week to remember. The logistics are being 

worked on and the children will be exposed to service opportunities that will have 

them reach out to the less fortunate in many different venue. Many fun and 

spiritual activities are also being mapped out. Stay posted for further details. 

We extend condolences to Fred Chupin on the death of his mother, Marie-Claude in 

France on Christmas Eve. May she rest in peace and may her family be consoled by 

their memories of her. 

As we pull in the reins for this new year may we be the recipients of abundant 

blessings. 

                                                 Sincerely, 

                                                  Sr. Noreen 

 


